San Joaquin River Restoration Program  
Seepage & Conveyance Technical Feedback Meeting  
Friday, January 14, 2011  
San Luis Canal Company, 11704 Henry Miller Ave., Dos Palos  
8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting Goal: Review and confirm monitoring plan improvements; initiate discussion of thresholds.

1. Introductions, Meeting Objectives and Agenda, Charles Gardiner  
   10 minutes

2. Technical Feedback Group Purpose and Charter, Charles Gardiner  
   15 minutes  
   Goal: Review and approve TFG charter

3. Monitoring Approach and Potential Improvement Actions, Dave Mooney  
   1 hour
   Goal: Confirm areas of risk and discuss the draft monitoring plan and potential improvement actions
   o Improvements to Monitoring Network
   o Implementation Steps

4. Impact Thresholds  
   1 hour
   Goal: Review and discuss initial threshold approach for 2011
   o Overview of thresholds approach, Ali Forsythe
   o Monitoring Well Threshold TM, Dave Mooney

5. Information & Data Exchange, All  
   45 minutes
   Goal: Discuss and exchange local data and information
   o Recent flows
   o Soil conditions, irrigation practices, and cropping patterns

6. Operating Criteria and Triggers, Dave Mooney  
   30 minutes
   Goal: Introduce 2011 operating procedures and forms
   o Operating criteria, procedures, and forms

7. Next Steps and Follow-through, All  
   15 minutes
   Goal: Confirm action items and review the initial meeting
   o Action Items and Follow-up
   o Next Meeting Date and Location
   o Meeting Review and Feedback